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Introduction1
Technology evolution over the past five years, at both the network level and with customer devices
in particular, has moved the communications market from a supplier of network connectivity to an
increasingly complex digital services partner ecosystem—communication service providers (CSPs),
digital content suppliers, data usage sponsors, app developers, mCommerce and mobile money
partners, cloud services providers, and even advertisers. At the highest level, the continued evolution
of the communications industry now places humans in a direct path with four categories of
technology: devices, the cloud, connected machines, and applications.
While mobile broadband dominates the public eye, it is the operations, orchestration, data analytics
and monetization (ODAM) processes that are working behind the scenes to address a growing list
of new user requirements. First on this list is real-time functionality; not just real-time for one thing
or another, but increasingly, real-time everything. Second, is the advent of partner ecosystem
enablement. With real-time accountability and partner ecosystem enablement in play, several new
ways of doing business opens up for CSPs globally.
Stratecast’s research into the end-to-end billing marketplace has uncovered a number of ways CSPs
utilize the billing and charging processes to support customers of network-based complex services.
These include at least six different strategies, each with different monetization needs. This research
clarifies why suppliers are now focusing on certain markets, geographies, and business functions.

Business Drivers for Advanced Monetization Models
Communications Industry is at the Center of Partner Ecosystems
The world recognizes that CSP
network connectivity is at the core of
the information transportation and
delivery business, with technologysavvy business partnerships and oneon-one
customer
management
experience. Although the network
technology business has been extremely
profitable in the past, declining
revenues for both voice and data
traffic, in all parts of the world, indicate
that a new business focus, not far from
current roots, is an essential next step
Please note that the insights and opinions expressed in this assessment are those of Stratecast and have been developed
through the Stratecast research and analysis process. The insights and opinions expressed in this report do not
necessarily reflect the views of the company executives interviewed.
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strategy. Demand-based offers tied to infrastructure, and even platform services, hold a fair level of
appeal today. The long-term customer-sustaining opportunity, however, will involve delivery,
accountability management, and, in some cases, augmentation of the content that flows across each
connection. This, of course, is in addition to the network functions that keep everything connected.
Businesses, from retail to manufacturing, and from healthcare to the automotive sector, know that
adding mobility services to what they presently deliver will create an improved customer experience.
They see that working together can also create new business opportunities. This level of strategy is
essential for transforming business to the level of viability that competitive markets now demand.
Developing and effectively managing a digital partner ecosystem is essential for the long-term
survival of successful ecosystem-supported digital services that are fast becoming a long-term CSP
survival mechanism. These services are even becoming an enabler of global GDP growth. Central to
this philosophy is providing the right tools to address partner management, charging, and billing
needs of the digital services ecosystem of suppliers, making CSPs a strategic and essential asset.
Installed Systems and Processes Lack Market Responsiveness
CSP systems have remained divided into functionality sets tied to various business processes, from
their earliest beginnings. A few months ago,
Stratecast talked with senior North American
CSP and Cable executives about their new
technology implementation issues. They
unanimously expressed that one of
their most significant reasons for not
taking full advantage of new
technologies and the business
opportunities that come with them, is
and
the inability of their installed IT Business
Operations
systems and processes to respond to Support
Scores of Installed Systems
and
from Different Suppliers and
business change without first Systems
Processes
Hundreds of Minimally
undergoing a massive transformation.
Flexible Processes Addressing Business and Network Issues
While progress has been made by most of these
operators, limitations of their systems and processes remain. Concerns are centered in three areas:


Installed systems were never designed to provide real-time free-flow customer interaction



Internal work teams lack insight about service-level successes and customer disappointments



Work flow processes and supporting systems cannot react at the speed required to satisfy
competitive repositioning when market change occurs

The challenge with the existing systems environment is: when business change is rampant, and
competitive pressures are significant, a lack of configurable systems and flexible processes leads to
failure to capitalize on rapidly emerging customer opportunities. This level of change often requires
simultaneous updates across all systems, from all suppliers, despite the attempts of disparate
systems’ suppliers to keep pace with change. Agility and flexibility is simply not practical in a multivendor and multi-system integrated architecture. Timely change management and system
redefinition often fall short of expectations, especially when modifications across multi-vendor
functions require market-speed flexibility.
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New CSP network and business opportunities are emerging faster, while needed operations
and monetization system changes are slowed by the complex, installed systems
environment. In addition, new needs addressed by real-time data analytics and network
orchestration functions widens the “gap” between what services are today and what they
can truly become in the near future.
Demand Side Customer (Consumer, Small Business, Enterprise) Expectations
New customer service models, enabled by network technologies such as LTE and Wi-Fi offloading,
combined with an ever increasing bevy of smartphones and tablets, are causing traditional
compensation models to be reconsidered. For example, delivery of services to a CSP’s smallbusiness customers and consumers—retail B2B and retail B2C—needs real-time accountability of
exactly what was consumed. It also requires notification of how that consumption affects a
customer’s account balance.
B2C services in a modern mobile broadband environment often require more than network access.
They also involve linkage to content and cloud-based services from partners within a CSP’s B2B
ecosystem. Monetizing such service offers must go well beyond the simple levels of tiered pricing
plans that are still the status quo today.
Figure 1 defines the demand-side market relationships a CSP now has with its customers—
consumers, small-medium business, and various types of large business and enterprise customers,
including a rapidly growing second generation of mobile virtual network operators (MVNOs).
Exhibit 1: Customer Service Demands Are Now More Complex
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A sampling of points to consider for the monetization of demand side (retail and wholesale) data
usage as applied to enterprise and wholesale customers include:
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Consumers will not continue to pay for every packet of data they access; but every data
packet must be accounted for and addressed. In the case of sponsored data, network usage
not billed to the consumer must be separated and noted in the sponsoring party’s wholesale
bucket. How will sponsored data notifications be delivered to consumers? How will
wholesale enterprise customers and/or partners be notified of sponsored data usage? How
will consumers accept sponsored data, or can they have the option to refuse certain data
sponsors or usage conditions?



Some CSPs offer tangible goods—for instance, device accessories, movie tickets, and
food—in addition to digital services. How are loyalty points accumulated or redeemed? Will
loyalty rewards earned from the use of digital services be redeemable for tangible goods? If
yes, how are partners compensated? Most importantly, how will enterprise partners receive
notifications and management reporting of customer usage?



Enterprise customers want mobility services included within the goods and services they
provide, to enrich their customer’s experience. How is a wholesale data usage agreement
defined? Can commitment levels of usage vary from one billing period to the next? Are
minimal usage limits mandatory? If usage commitment levels follow a tiered structure similar
to that for retail consumers, can two wholesale customers share the same data plan?



Enterprise customers want to negotiate terms and conditions associated with unique service
options for both cloud services and network functions they consume as part of their
business. They also want to view consumption levels by service type throughout a billing
period. Will consumption-to-commitment levels be available at the speed of “enterprise
customer usage”? If one type of service is over-consumed, can contracted limits for another
service be shared with the first to eliminate potential overages?



Can enterprise partners work with each other to create new types of digital service offerings
for their customers and potentially for customers of the CSP? How will data security be
addressed? How will each contributing partner's usage assets be accounted for? How will
customer revenue be distributed to the suppliers within a service value chain?

The Evolving Digital Services Supplier Ecosystem
CSPs must increase revenue, which will require transformation from network connectivity supplier
to digital services provider (DSP). While some DSPs will focus entirely on the consumer market,
others will focus on enabling wholesale partnerships between themselves and supplier partners.
Many CSPs are just embarking on this transformation journey, while others are well on their way.
Unlike technology or business operations transformations in the past, managing the complexities
from multi-partner digital business relationships is an ongoing challenge for the communications
industry. For CSPs, this is especially difficult because it involves existing systems for support of
traditional network services, combined with an ecosystem of behind-the-scenes digital partners
acting under a variety of B2B combinations, involving countless points of partner agreement.
There are numerous use cases now in effect within various geographic regions; all delivering
customer value. Such opportunities involve CSPs working together with virtual services operators,
content developers, authorized dealers or distributors of the CSP, and enterprises willing to sponsor
customer data usage when viewing, purchasing, or consuming goods and services. Additional
opportunities with other types of partnerships are advancing at different rates across global
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geographies. It should be clear that partner ecosystems are essential for CSP/DSP survival. Partner
management is no longer a simple agreement between a CSP and an app developer looking for an
audience interested in purchasing interactive content. Partner management now involves an
ecosystem of suppliers that address the needs of various customer groups and corresponding service
offerings as shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2: Digital Services Provider Partner Ecosystem
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Partner engagement issues must be defined and addressed at an increasingly faster pace; and, in
some cases, in near real time. Business needs within the partner management domain are varied and
extensive. DSPs need to work with an ever-expanding group of suppliers to deliver a constant
stream of new service offerings to an anxious services audience; and to address the complex
business challenges of an advancing connected society.

Business Management is No Longer One Size Fits All
Stratecast’s research into the global end-to-end billing market has uncovered a number of ways the
billing and charging functions are used by CSPs to support customers of complex services involving
network- and partner-supplied components. There are at least six categories that involve different
business strategies as part of the end-to-end monetization processes, including:


B2C Consumer Services Solutions



IoT Business and Enterprise Solutions
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Large Business and Enterprise Internal Services



B2B2X Business and Enterprise Customer Solutions



Wholesale Revenue Management (Partnership) Services



Cross-Industry 2.0 Business Solutions

Each of these business categories are growing at different rates, have unique challenges, are not fully
automated in all cases, and require variable levels of support to provide the right functionality at the
right time. The monetization needs of one category, when listed with the needs of other
business categories, clearly show that the one-size-fits-all monetization solution strategy
from the past is no longer viable for customer groups and business needs today.
Looking closer at the “one convergent solution” objective from the past several years, its focus was
centered on bringing together the monetization requirements for automated support of B2C
consumer services. That objective, convergent billing based on customer ability to pay (prepaid and
postpaid), or network technology (fixed-line broadband, PSTN, mobile, or video), or service type
(voice, data, messaging) is still valid and is assumed to be an absolute necessity within the “B2C
Consumer Services Solutions” category. The other business management categories, as listed
above, are the result of different business models working with the needs of B2B customers,
as the communications industry enables today’s connected society.
Some billing suppliers understand the changing business landscape, inside and outside the
communications sector, which is essential for today’s new communications marketplace. The
difference between business management suppliers that can support these needs in an eloquent and
cost-effective manner, and those that cannot, lies in how such systems are engineered, implemented,
configured, and supported. In addition, how these solutions are sold to a CSP— license sales with
on-site deployment, software as a service (SaaS), or as a managed service—is having a major impact
on the delivery and acceptance of such solutions in the global marketplace.
Cross-Industry 2.0 Business Solutions
Cross Industry 2.0 enables a CSP to enhance the
products from many organizations, in multiple
verticals, with those of the communications
marketplace, to create new or improved service
offers. It also facilitates the combination of
virtual components from multiple partners for
delivery to other partners, which in turn combine
additional assets for sale to yet other partners or
end-customers. This model embodies an
ecosystem involving partner-suppliers, the CSP,
other external entities, and end-customers.
To take full advantage of the opportunities that
are now available within the global marketplace, a
CSP engaging in the Cross-Industry 2.0 business
model must not only deliver network technologybased services—voice, data, and bandwidth
access—but also become a horizontally-focused federator of services developed and enabled by
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companies across multiple industries. Such an approach requires a horizontal ecosystem enablement
platform to address the business management and service orchestration needs of partner-defined
virtual services. The key functions needed to support the concept-to-market (C2M), lead-to-cash
(L2C), and trouble-to-repair (T2R) processes for these types of virtual services consist of retail and
wholesale components, service catalog, order management, charging & billing, and finance-oriented
functions such as account receivables.
An Ecosystem Enablement Platform (EEP) is an orchestration layer requiring significant abilities
to interface with a CSP’s established OSS BSS environment and the systems of other industry
suppliers and partners, as shown in Figure 3. It is not another add-on to the hundreds of systems
that already address the internal business and operations needs of network operators worldwide. It is
a horizontally-based business enablement tool designed to orchestrate the contributions from
external suppliers and partners with CSP network-based functions, in order to address the needs of
next-generation customer services.
Figure 3: Cross-Industry 2.0 Enterprise Ecosystem Enabled Virtual Services
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An EEP also provides a means for multiple partners to share virtual components that can be
combined on the platform to deliver new virtual services. Each partner (tenant) engaging with the
platform should be able to:


Directly on-board and manage its own internal services.



Consume wholesale service offers from other tenants.



Sell retail offers to end customers. Retail offers can be based on the tenant’s own services or
wholesale offers from other tenants.
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Sell wholesale offers to other tenants. Wholesale offers can be based on the tenant’s own
services or wholesale offers from other tenants.
There should also be no limit to the number of virtual service layers that tenants on the
platform can define and sell to their target end-customers at either a wholesale or retail level.
Stratecast believes that the future of the communications industry, and many industries outside of
the communications sector, will depend on the cost-effective support of the Cross-Industry 2.0
concept. As cloud-based network and data functions become commonplace, it is only natural that
the next step in virtual services evolution will bring together the capabilities of multiple industries to
define services that have never been possible before. Stratecast also believes that the field of
qualified suppliers that can address the Cross-Industry 2.0 market remains slim. Nevertheless,
Infonova is one supplier that has delivered on the promises of Cross-Industry 2.0 services, with its
lighthouse customer, British Telecom.2
Shown in Figure 4, the Infonova R6 EEP addresses the partner orchestration, fulfillment,
monetization, and management functions characteristic of the external interactions needed between
partners and CSPs for the delivery of advanced virtual services. These services could be CSP
technology-based services; but also include emerging and diverse digital partner services such as
multimedia services, cloud-based services, or a service designed to extract value from a sensor
network data stream.
Figure 4: Infonova Cross-Industry 2.0 Multi-Tenant Business Architecture

Source: Infonova
For additional detail, see Infonova press release titled BT Selects Infonova R6 and BearingPoint to Enhance Its Global Compute
Management System, January 14, 2015.
2
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More specifically, the Infonova R6 platform offers front and back office support to satisfy multilayer business models now faced by several CSPs. It includes the ability to address triple and quadplay bundling, tenant-based white label services, wholesale products, and advanced partner models.
It is designed to meet the operations needs of existing business models, and new ones, through the
flexible aggregation of legacy and content-based services. The Infonova R6 EEP addresses the needs
of each layer of the Cross-Industry 2.0 value chain from Customer to Tenant Operator to Primary
Operator to Supplier/Partner.
Stratecast believes that cost-effective support of the Cross-Industry 2.0 concept is a way for all
industries to be more effective with their customers, and to help them coddle new “virtual business”
opportunities. CSPs are ideally positioned to satisfy this software and services-based business
infrastructure requirement. The cross-industry 2.0 approach incorporates the business management
needs of many other new business models involving cloud-based services.
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Stratecast
The Last Word
The evolving communications industry continues to meet business customer and consumer needs—
but to what degree? Competitive pressures, as we have heard for a long time now, are eroding away
CSP revenue and, thus, bottom-line profitability. Declining revenue from voice and text services is
directly attributable to reduced customer usage and over the top (OTT) alternatives to these timeproven services. Even mobile data access revenue is declining due to competitive pressures. CSPs
globally have turned to cost cutting measures to balance out revenue losses. But, cost cutting has
been the chosen call to action for several years now.
Expecting continued profitability improvements by cost cutting alone are no longer feasible. The
largest parts of the excess cost equation have been removed. While new technology advances may
bring additional cost control options, the innovation of new technology (virtual networks) will
initially cost more before it costs less to operate. As a phased approach, hybrid networks will be
around for a long time to come—which means added cost, not less.
Growing revenue, and changing the way customers perceive the value they get from the services
they purchase are the obvious next steps for sustaining business success. However, if existing
systems and processes dictate what the organization can do to change business strategy and market
focus, from where will continued positive business outcomes emerge?
Most installed systems that have been operational for more than five years were not designed to
address the virtual network and real-time needs that business demands now dictate. So, what is the
answer to sustained profitability? Positive business outcomes will only come from new business
models, new customer focus points, and the added customer value brought about through new
service offerings enabled by advanced partner ecosystems.
As an industry, we may be at a tipping point for CSP specialization. All but the largest CSPs globally
(really a collection of smaller, focused, business units under a common corporate shell) will need to
decide in which parts of the many emerging partner ecosystems they will want to participate. The
daunting questions for current CSP executive management teams are: what are the right long-term
business strategies to prepare for now; and what are the strategies that will continue to sustain
business in the short term? The answers are not obvious; and definitely are not region-specific.
However, all carry a common theme: real-time, customer centricity, and partner involvement. Failing
to engage now with these themes will spell business uncertainty in the months to come.

Karl M. Whitelock
Director Global Strategy – Operations, Orchestration, Data Analytics & Monetization (ODAM)
Stratecast | Frost & Sullivan
kwhitelock@stratecast.com
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About ODAM
The processes and tools that communications service providers (CSPs) have utilized to run their businesses
have changed over time. More than a half-century ago, CSP network and business management processes
were manual (OAM&P). As CSPs evolved over the years, so did the operations support systems (OSS) and
business support systems (BSS) that address CSP business and network management needs. In recent years,
the lines between OSS and BSS have become less clear, with much overlap. In addition, the roles in which
OSS and BSS operate have expanded beyond traditional boundaries. As such, Stratecast now uses the term
Operations, Orchestration, Data Analytics & Monetization (ODAM) to encompass both the traditional OSS
and BSS functions and the new areas in which business and operations management must now work together,
including virtualized networks and telecom data analysis.

About Stratecast
Stratecast collaborates with our clients to reach smart business decisions in the rapidly evolving and hypercompetitive Information and Communications Technology markets. Leveraging a mix of action-oriented
subscription research and customized consulting engagements, Stratecast delivers knowledge and perspective
that is only attainable through years of real-world experience in an industry where customers are collaborators;
today’s partners are tomorrow’s competitors; and agility and innovation are essential elements for success.
Contact your Stratecast Account Executive to engage our experience to assist you in attaining your growth
objectives.

About Frost & Sullivan
Frost & Sullivan, the Growth Partnership Company, works in collaboration with clients to leverage visionary
innovation that addresses the global challenges and related growth opportunities that will make or break
today’s market participants. For more than 50 years, we have been developing growth strategies for the Global
1000, emerging businesses, the public sector and the investment community. Is your organization prepared
for the next profound wave of industry convergence, disruptive technologies, increasing competitive intensity,
Mega Trends, breakthrough best practices, changing customer dynamics and emerging economies? For more
information about Frost & Sullivan’s Growth Partnership Services, visit http://www.frost.com.
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For more information, visit www.stratecast.com, dial 877-463-7678, or email inquiries@stratecast.com.

